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Paradise Valley resident, Marika Hamilton Meeks, publishes book about the role a rescued pitbull played
in her recovery from stage 3 breast cancer.
Hamilton Meeks adopted a pitbull after under going cancer treatment for several years. She felt
compelled to adopt a dog and had no idea how it would change her life and help her overcome the fear,
anxiety and worry that had become a full time preoccupation.
“Adopting Stella, changed my life in so many ways. I have long heard, and I know it has been scientifically
proven, that dogs are good for our health and happiness, but had never taken it very seriously. When
Stella came home with us I quickly realized how, even though I was still alive despite everything I had
been through, cancer was still running my life. I saw how self absorbed I had become with my illness and constant anxiety. The anxiety
and fear were one thing, but I was also ashamed that it had become such a problem for me, so I kept it to myself and became even more
isolated.” Hamilton-Meeks said.
She went on to say, “Stella jump started my life again, gave me purpose, comfort and lots of cuddles and laughs.
Our family quickly fell in love with the dog that had been dumped in a field, like garbage.”
Today, Stella is a social media star and has followers all over the world. Marika & Stella work hard to promote
adoption, fostering and training and to reach as many people as possible by doing therapy work. Stella has her
own apparel and jewelry line, in addition to having her first book published.
The IncrediBullStella Coloring Book & Story, tells the tale of both Stella and Marika, giving hope and
encouragement to others that have suffered through a traumatic experience. This adult coloring book is a great
stress reliever and the playful images capture the joy that Stella brings on a daily basis.
Stella’s instagram account is @IncrediBullStella, she can also be found on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and SnapChat.
The IncrediBullStella Coloring Book & Story is available on Amazon. Contact information below for Interview requests.
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